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Observation 

 

Nanhai Peninsula is a unique barrier island to the south of city of Maoming and also the 

future frontage of the five ring cities. It is a place of residence for it’s population, a tourist 

and recreation attraction and important industrial port. It has very sensitive 

environmental values including preservations such as bay area mangroves and 

casuarina wind break. The peninsula is framed by the sea and a river. It is home to 

traditional farmers and fishermen maybe some craftsmen as well. Existing villages, 

farmlands and fishing ponds feature the scape of the place as well as the vigorous real 

estate development of high rise residential development. 

All above was the general impression of the place before we visited the site. And as we 

finished our trip there, more issues come into place. The followings are the most critical 

issues newly discovered; 

 

• The contrast between the underdeveloped urban infrastructure and the 

ambitious real estate development plan are significant;  

• The magnificent of the mountain-ocean landscape was compromised by the 

pollution created by uncontrolled waste/trash dumping; 

• The amount of abandoned structures are noticeable; 

• The quality of the farmlands and the villages varies, some of them are worth 

preserving; 

• The importance of the wind break is further assured. It’s functionality as ocean 

front protection could not be replaced by other structures; 

• Pollution created by people’s ordinary life has much more influence to the water 

and air system than the port; 

• The horizontal (east-west) is more developed than the vertical (north – south) ones. 

The whole peninsula lacks vertical connection; 

• Public transit system is lacking (only one line is operation between the peninsula 

and the mainland) 

 

 

Thoughts for Future Design 

 

I. Regional Strategy 

1. Rethink on the road/street design as the existing situation(especially the 

‘expressway’) is somehow different from what we have imaged.  

2. Research on building regulation to allow it to withstand the bad weather 

condition 

3. More public services and urban infrastructure should be put in place. 

II. General Site Strategy 

1. On site storm/waste water treatment is critical to the peninsula as it’s sewer 



system is very under developed. 

2. Possibility of utilize solar energy. (Wind energy has been excluded in the 

research at the beginning of the semester)  

3. Strategy for Specific Locations 

4. The connection between the slow traffic and the new bridge (under 

construction now) should be designed to fulfill the goal of connecting the 

inner bay area with green bike-ped route. 

5. North bay wetland development should be thoroughly designed combining 

both landscape and real estate development, as the government has 

already sell the land to another nation owned company. 

 


